Name of Evaluator: _________________________________________
Presentation Title:  _________________________________________
Name of Presenter:  _________________________________________
Poster/Oral:            _________________________________________
Number:            ____________

Please circle a score on each of the criteria below using the following scale:

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

1. Objective (objective of the research clearly stated; justification for and significance of the work is clear, good background information)

2. Content (Clarity of ideas, explanation of ideas, supporting evidence of any results, comprehension of the research content)

3. Approach (methods chosen are appropriate to meet objectives; all important variables controlled for or monitored; appropriate use of statistics if applicable)

4. Conclusions (conclusions well justified by data presented; no important alternative explanations left unaddressed, broader impacts and significance to field addressed)

5. Clarity of Presentation (figures and tables readable; logical flow to presentation or poster; care and planning evident, well presented)

TOTAL SCORE (SUM) ________

Additional comments: